
Year in Review
2013 Market Summary
The solar market as a whole continued to expand and mature as more projects were 
completed and more megawatts were added in 2013 than in any year prior. Last year 
set a new record for centralized solar generation projects with 78 facilities completed 
representing 2,201 MW of total capacity. By comparison, 26 centralized solar projects 
totaling 1,600 MW were completed in 2012 – a year over year increase in new capacity  
of 38% and a tripling in the number of projects. The fourth quarter alone accounted for 
37 completed projects and 1,183 MW – more than half of the 2013 large-solar capacity 
and equivalent to 74% of the total installed capacity of the previous year. 

Last year, two concentrating solar power (CSP) projects were completed; rated at a 
combined 400 MW, these projects helped to drive much of the new centralized capacity  
in the fourth quarter. The Solana Generating Station, owned by Arizona Solar One, LLC 
and under power purchase agreement (PPA) with Arizona Public Service, contributed  
250 MW, and the Genesis Solar Energy Project, owned by NextEra Energy Resources, LLC 
under PPA with Pacific Gas and Electric, accounted for 150 MW. These are significant 
because they were the first two CSP projects completed  (Continued on Page 2�) 

Helping utilities 
make smart  
solar decisions

In thIs Issue
Welcome to this edition of the 
quarterly Centralized Solar Projects 
Bulletin, which covers a full year in 
review for large-scale solar project 
activity (>5 MW-ac) in 2013. The final 
quarter of last year was the largest 
to date in terms of new capacity, and 
overall, 2013 set records in capacity 
and number of projects in this crucial 
market sector. This bulletin will 
analyze the drivers in this record-
setting year as well as provide insight 
into the coming years. 
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SEPA Outlook 2014: 
The Evolution of Solar  
as a Grid Resource
With thousands of kilowatt-scale, customer-sited installations connecting to the  
electric grid every month, SEPA research and analysis in 2014 is focused on the 
challenges of successfully managing this growth. In future issues of this Bulletin we  
will supplement our continued reporting on the large-scale solar market with insights 
and updates on new tools and trends in utility management of distributed solar, 
innovations in solar deployment, and highlights from projects that have the potential  
to shape future solar initiatives.

PredICtIng, ControllIng And storIng solAr
On the technology side of managing solar, SEPA is working on three important research 
topics. The first is the science of solar forecasting. While we know precisely which hours 
in the diurnal cycle that solar will not be producing energy, the degree of variability of 
power output during daylight hours can change by the minute. (continued on page 6�)  

http://solarelectricpower.org
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(“Market SuMMary” froM Page 1�) since 2011. These 
projects were joined in February 2014 by the 377-MW 
Ivanpah Solar Electric Generating System. We anticipate a 
total of three CSP projects totaling 515 MW to be completed 
in 2014 and one 500 MW facility in 2015. In 2016 and 2017, 
there are nearly 700 MW of CSP projects expected to come 
online. A number of additional projects are planned, but do 
not yet have a PPA counterparty. 

Looking at the 2013 data on the state level, California 
experienced the most growth in installed capacity with 22 
new projects supplying 1,300 MW followed by Arizona with 
512 MW added in nine projects. North Carolina installed 
177 MW across 29 projects – the most new centralized solar 
capacity on the east coast and the third most nationwide.

Among the projects completed in 
the past year, ten of the installations 
exceeded the 100 MW threshold. 
Comparatively, only three such 
projects were completed in 2012 – 
the first year to interconnect projects 
of that size. All projects of this scale 
have been built in the southwest 
region. Looking at the geography 
and scale of installations reveals 
the trend in the centralized solar 
market that projects are growing 
larger in the southwest and smaller, 
but more numerous, in other 
regions of the country. The mean 
centralized photovoltaic plant size 
nationwide in 2013 was 24 MW, but 
this was skewed higher due to several 
significantly larger plants in � 
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figure 1: average neW capacity (mW) for 2013

 STATE MW COUNT
 CA 1300 22
 AZ 512 9
 NC 177 29
 TX 51 2
 IN 40 1
 NV 30 1
 MD 25 2
 GA 24 2
 NM 15 2
 NJ 11 2
 MA 6 1
 CT 5 1
 HI 5 1

figure 2: centralized solar capacity added in 2013

apple Computer inc.’s 20-MW solar farm at its Maiden 
data center in north Carolina went online in february 
2013. an adjacent 10-MW fuel cell farm was built in 2012 
to accommodate the center’s energy needs. Both plants 
combined will supply the entire electricity needs of the 
facility, though the project remains connected to duke energy 
Carolina’s grid. This project reflects the intentions of several 
data center owners to build out renewable power resources 
at their facilities across the country.

dominion resources acquired three solar projects from 
Solar energy Ventures. indianapolis Power and Light (iPL) is 
the PPa counterparty. the three projects were initially part 

of a “reverse auction” held by IPL after changing their Rate 
rep agreements. AMEC is contracted to provide engineering, 
construction, and procurement services. The entire project 
was completed in december 2013 and has a 30 MW capacity. 

nrg Solar’s california solar Valley ranch (CSVr) came online 
on october 2013. the 250-MW solar plant, located in San Luis 
Obispo County, uses ten photovoltaic arrays. The arrays only 
cover 30% of the project site, and the rest is preserved for 
habitat conservation. Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) agreed 
to a long-term PPA to buy the energy output. This significantly 
expands nrg’s solar portfolio, especially with the addition of 
the 392-MW Ivanpah solar power plant in February 2014.

featured projects

http://www.apple.com/environment/renewable-energy/
http://www.apple.com/environment/renewable-energy/
http://www.indianadg.net/va-based-dominion-resources-buys-indy-solar-farm-projects-from-mn-based-sunrise-energy-ventures-sev-projects-are-part-of-ipl-rate-rep-reverse-auction/
http://www.iplpower.com/uploadedFiles/iplpowercom/Business/Programs_and_Services/Rate%20REP-Apr%2010.pdf
http://lpo.energy.gov/projects/sunpower-corporation-systems-california-valley-solar-ranch/
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� California and Arizona. The median (the measure of 
central tendency that is resistant to outliers) plant size  
from the same dataset is  
9.5 MW. See Figure 1.

Anecdotally, this may be represented by how the top  
three states compared last year: North Carolina installed 
a nearly equivalent number of centralized projects (29) 
as California and Arizona (31) but only one tenth of the 
capacity (177 MW vs. 1,812 MW). Figure 2 maps all of  
the 2013 installed capacity and reports the number of 
completed projects.

These findings are further supported by qualitative  
analysis of the players comprising the centralized solar 
market. In the past, it has been driven substantially by  
large, investor-owned utilities situated mostly in the 
southwest. Last year saw the market entrance of new 
organizations, such as Middlesex County of New Jersey, 
Imperial Irrigation District in California, Cobb Electric 
Membership Corporation in Georgia, and Bryan Texas 
Utilities. Indicated by the growing number of both smaller 
utilities and greater geographic diversity in this market 
segment, installations of centralized solar projects are 

becoming more widespread. Greater overall procurement 
by more market players indicates increased demand for 
centralized solar generation. n
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figure 3: neW centralized solar capacity by 
quarter

table 1: largest solar poWer plants completed in 2013

power plant naMe Mw* purchasing utility owner state structure

Solana generating Station 250 Arizona Public Service Arizona Solar One LLC AZ PPA

California valley Solar ranch 
(high Plains ii & iii) 180 Pacific Gas and Electric nrg CA PPA

Campo verde Solar 139 San diego gas & Electric Southern Power/ turner 
renewable Energy CA PPA

tenaska imperial Solar Energy 
Center South 130 San diego gas & Electric CSOLAr iv South LLC CA PPA

Arlington valley Solar Energy 
Project ii 125 San diego gas & Electric LS Power group AZ PPA

genesis Solar Energy Project 125 Pacific Gas and Electric nextEra Energy resources LLC CA PPA

imperial valley Solar Pv Project 101 San diego gas & Electric AES Corp./riverstone holdings CA PPA

Antelope valley Solar ranch One 100 Pacific Gas and Electric Exelon Power CA PPA

Centinela Solar Project 92 San diego gas & Electric LS Power group CA PPA

Alpine Solar 66 Pacific Gas and Electric nrg CA PPA

*2013
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Looking Ahead
This year will be another record-setting year with an 
estimated 3,500 MW of centralized projects coming online. 
In fact, approximately 1,000 MW of solar projects are 
expected to be completed in the first quarter alone. There 
are ten facilities over 100 MW that are anticipated to be 
completed in 2014 – three of which utilize CSP technology. 
Despite contributing more than 1,000 MW, these ten projects 
will still account for just under half of the anticipated capacity 
growth; in the centralized solar market next year look instead 
for more total projects with a lower average capacity, faster 
development times and wider geographic distribution. 

More than 4,300 MW of capacity allocated over 110 projects 
were announced in 2013. Of those projects, only 73, totaling 
933 MW, have established output purchasers. Overall project 
announcements are down from 
2012, in which more than 6,500 
MW were announced comprised 
of 169 projects. Breaking down the 
announcements by quarter revealed a 
downward trend in 2013, from 2,000 
MW in Q1 to 300 MW in Q4. See 
Figure 4.

As SEPA has noted in past bulletins, 
there is a growing trend of decreasing 
project sizes. This is likely due 
to the complexities (permitting, 
environmental impact assessments, 
etc.) associated with developing the 
largest systems. Fewer complexities 
for smaller scale installations may 
result in a shorter development 
time between a project’s proposal 
and completion. Therefore, as 
project installations occur at a faster 
rate, declining long-term project announcements do not 
necessarily indicate reduced market growth.

There is also an observed decline in announced projects 
greater than 100 MW. This has resulted in a steady decrease 
in planned capacity without a corresponding change in 
project count. Reasons for the decline include:

 � Expiration of 1603 Tax Grant

 � Expiration of 1703 Loan Guarantee

 � Saturation of signed solar projects counted towards 
utility RPS requirements

As the market approaches the end-of-2016 ITC deadline, 
expect to see continued, steady growth within the centralized 
solar market. There are still numerous 100+ MW solar 
facilities that are planned to be completed over the next 
several years, but there has been a decline in the number of 
these projects being developed. The area of greatest growth 
will likely be seen in smaller projects between 5 and 20 MW 
for reasons mentioned above. Figure 6 visualizes the trend 
in project sizing, and in particular, the recent expansion in 
completed projects larger than 100 MW. One key outlier to 
this trend is NextEra Energy’s McCoy solar project in �   

 STATE MW 
 CA 2012.4
 NC 690.56
 NV 206.5
 FL 200
 AZ 79.18
 TX 61.6
 MA 53.04
 NM 50
 TN 40
 NJ 17.9
 HI 12
 IN 10
 RI 6
 MO 4.95

figure 5: 2013 announced centralized solar projects
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figure 4 2013 centralized solar project capacity 
announced by quarter
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� California, which received approval in March 2014. This 
project will account for 750 MW of photovoltaic capacity. 
New centralized project announcements in 2013 were not 
isolated to the arid southwest as Figure 7 demonstrates.  
While the three big California IOUs (PG&E, SCE and 
SDG&E1) do plan to integrate more than 1,700 MW of new 
solar over the coming years – accounting for more than 50% 
of expected new capacity; Duke Energy Carolinas and Duke 
Energy Progress also have nearly 500 MW of projects in 
the works. North Carolina utilities continue to experience 
significant solar activity where solar developers are taking 
advantage of generous state tax credits while also seeking 
Qualifying Facility status under PURPA to streamline the 
interconnection of projects situated within the service 
territories of the state’s utilities.  

Additionally, Idaho Power Company announced 75 MW 
spanning seven projects, six of which will be located in 
Oregon. Georgia Power Company’s recent solar initiative 

has driven new interest in solar power in Georgia, and that 
activity is expected to continue as we see a steady build 
out of Georgia Power’s renewable portfolio over the next 
several years. Noticeably, absent from the list in Figure 7 are 
Southern California Edison, Arizona Public Service, and 
Public Service Electric and Gas (PSEG). No new centralized 
projects were announced in 2013 for PSEG’s service territory, 
which could indicate a potential saturation in this market 
segment.

Several states that are not typically associated with centralized 
solar projects are starting to see some development, including 
Utah, Virginia, West Virginia, Connecticut, Idaho, Oregon, 
and Montana. Several of these states have one-off centralized 
projects, but depending on the success of these projects, it is 
possible that they could lead to further interest in large-scale 
solar development in the respective states. 

In 2013, California, North Carolina and Arizona continued 
to see additional planned projects, although a vast majority 
of projects in California and Arizona have no utility offtaker. 
In fact, none of the announced centralized projects from the 
fourth quarter included PPAs. Figure 4, above, charts the 
capacity of announced centralized projects from last year. 
This could be an indicator of continued interest in large-
scale solar development among developers in these states in 
conjunction with difficulties in securing a PPA with utility 
companies. 

Overall, the centralized solar market is robust, but this 
market segment will experience some near-term challenges 
including: 

 � Step down of the federal ITC at the end of 2016 from 
30% to 10% 

 � State RPS compliance being met

 � Technical bottlenecks (transmission siting, 
interconnection studies, high penetration)

On the other hand, the centralized solar market will continue 
to see the following improvements:

 � Solar procurement being driven by utility resource 
planning

 � Decreasing or stabilizing component prices

 � Decreasing soft costs

 � Improved efficiencies in project development and 
construction

 � Quicker turnaround on small- to medium-sized solar 
projects

 � Improved turn-key, centralized solar solutions �   
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figure 6: trends in centralized solar  
project scale
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figure 7: 2013 announced capacity by utility

1  pacific gas and electric, southern california edison,  
and san diego gas & electric.
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(“SePa outLook” froM Page 1�) SEPA’s report on solar 
forecasting looks at the state of the science of studying 
irradiance and weather patterns to adequately predict solar 
output at intervals from minutes ahead to a day ahead. 
As solar forecasting builds a track record of accuracy 
and reliability, both for centralized solar plants as well 
as distributed installations, grid operators will be able to 
manage for the inherent variability of solar at lower cost, and 
plan for solar as part of a resource mix alongside traditional 
generation. This incremental progress will raise the value of 
solar output to the producer, operator and consumer. 

In distributed PV systems, the inverter is traditionally owned 
and controlled by the customer, but is of keen interest to the 
utility, for everything from the safety considerations of the 
inverter’s role in isolating and shutting off flow of electrons 
during a grid outage, to its potential as a tool to maintain 
proper voltage, frequency and harmonics and to supply 
reactive power. SEPA is analyzing the evolution of what is 
being called the smart inverter, including business models 
for utility control, dispatch and even ownership of PV 

inverters, again adding 
increasing the value of 
the solar output through 
the supply chain.

Affordable, reliable 
energy storage is touted 
as the key to allowing 
homeowners with solar 
the ability to someday 
choose to “cut the cord” 
with the electric grid. 
But energy storage can 
also be seen as the key 

to the utility’s ability to maximize the value of solar for all 
customers. SEPA’s 2014 report will take an in-depth look at 
the leading storage technologies, how utilities are testing and 
deploying storage to enhance solar output, and how storage 
can be integrated into the management of all resources on 
the distribution and transmission levels. �

SEPA has a new report on solar forecasting—Predicting 
Solar Power Productions: irradiance Forecasting Models, 
Appliances and Future Prodpects. This report, available 
for download from our website, is free for members, $1,995 
for non-members. Get your copy now.

Predicting Solar Power Production:
Irradiance Forecasting Models, Applications and Future Prospects

Green MountAIn ColleGe 
VerMont

SolAr eleCtrIC Power ASSoCIAtIon 
wAShInGton, DC

MArCh, 2014

SteVen letenDre, PhD 

MIrIAM MAkhyoun 
MIke tAylor

$1,995
Full RepoRt

FRee FoR 
membeRs only

neW forecasting report

neW report coming soon 
on leading storage 
tecHnologies

� Expect the centralized solar market to continue to see 
growth over the next several years, but the rate of increase 
will likely level out. As RPS deadlines approach over the 
next five to ten years, centralized project development may 

taper off as utility companies meet RPS mandates ahead of 
schedule. In the meantime, there could be new RPS goals 
in the works in various states that may spur additional 
centralized solar projects post 2020-2030. n

http://www.solarelectricpower.org/explore-resources/publications-and-media.aspx
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solAr sPurrIng utIlIty ChAnge
In other research activity in 2014, SEPA is following up 
on last year’s collaboration with the National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory on integrating solar into utility resource 

planning. The new 
project analyzes the 
options that utilities 
have in maintaining 
solar growth beyond 
the provisions of net 
metering by designing 
and implementing 
transition plans built in 
alignment with grid-
integrated solar tariffs.

SEPA will take a deeper analytical dive than ever before 
into the market trends revealed in our 2013 Utility Solar 
Rankings Report. The full report will chart and parse the 
statistics that describe growth over the past year and provide 
indicators as to where future growth will occur and what 
factors will shape that growth. 

In partnership with ScottMadden, SEPA is conducting a 
study, cost-shared by participating utilities, that benchmarks 
the impact of renewable energy activities on organizational 
structure and job functions. Later in 2014, SEPA will explore 
solar service issues and opportunities for utility key account 
customers. 

Peer leArnIng oPPortunItIes wIth sePA
 � All SEPA members can explore these utility solar topics in our twice-monthly SEPA webinars. 

 �  The Utility Solar Conference April 29-30 in Newport Beach, CA will feature these topics and  
more as utility members exchange information under the theme “Building A Solar Smart Utility”. 

 �  On May 1, utilities and solar providers will focus on best practices at our Solar Procurement 
Workshop, also in Newport Beach. n

table 3: project corrections from q2

 power plant naMe owner purchasing utility structure state  Mw

coMpleted

Spectrum nevada  
Solar Plant

Southern Company/turner 
renewable Energy nevada Power Company PPA nv 30

Maryland Solar Project First Solar  
development, LLC

FirstEnergy Solutions 
Corporation PPA Md 20

bryan Solar Park bryan Solar Project  
holdings, LLC bryan texas utilities PPA tX 10

haynes Solar Farm Strata Solar LLC duke Energy Carolinas, LLC PPA nC 5

McCallum Farm Strata Solar LLC duke Energy Progress, inc. PPA nC 5

Moorings Farm Strata Solar LLC duke Energy Progress, inc. PPA nC 5

white Cross Solar Farm Strata Solar LLC duke Energy Carolinas, LLC PPA nC 5
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Corrections

http://www.solarelectricpower.org/experience-events/webinars.aspx
http://www.solarelectricpower.org/experience-events/utility-solar-conference.aspx
http://www.solarelectricpower.org/experience-events/solar-procurement-workshop.aspx
http://www.solarelectricpower.org/experience-events/solar-procurement-workshop.aspx
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Appendix
ProjeCt dAtA
SEPA utilized primary data from SNL Energy and 
independent sources. SEPA’s quarterly or annual totals may 
differ from other sources for a variety of reasons. All SEPA 
megawatts are utility-compatible grid capacity (MW-ac); 
SEPA’s totals also include only projects 5 MW or greater; 
project announcement, construction and completion dates 
can be interpreted differently and assigned to differing 
quarters or years.

Updates or corrections are welcome  
redge@solarelectricpower.org.

Authors
Bart Krishnamoorthy (Senior Research Analyst),  
Ryan Edge (Research Analyst), Bob Gibson (Vice President 
of Education and Outreach), Reane Venegas (Research 
Intern) 

mailto:redge%40solarelectricpower.org?subject=SEPA%20Bulletin
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